
New Backrest 
Range
for Active 
Users



Stabilising one’s own posture
Constantly consumes enery

When stability & balance 
is improved through accurate 
trunk support, more focus is 
redirected to the task at hand.

redirected to the task atmaximising
postural 

efficiency



user 
focusedFormAlign

From its comfortable pressure
redistributing foam inner to
its easy-to-use U2 compact
quick release hardware &
sporty appeal the light weight
Dreamline Ignite Backrest
System is a pleasure
to use.



1 USER COMFORT

2 CONTOUR PROFILE

4 pillars 
of design

Utilising Dreamline’s Bubble Contour design for comfortable immersion  with breathability 

channels. A central channel is included for spinal relief.  The foam pad is overlayed with a 

pressure redistributing viscoelastic  “Sunmate” foam for extra long-term comfort.

FLO2™ engineered 4-way ultra-stretch fabrics with moisture wicking properties  enable the 

user to fully utilise the comfort of the pad.

The pad & cover lock to the shell securely for trouble free riding.  The cover is removable & 

machine washable.

Specifically designed with an open curvature shape with a more  

closed lateral angle to encourage mid-line sitting posture.

Slim 1” wide laterals maximise free arm movement & ensure  a 

compact user-to-wheelchair fit.



3 POSITIONING

4 ADJUSTABILITY

Ignite backrests have a series of positioning pads supplied in 

the  standard kit including a Lumbar pad & a pair of wide 

wedges & narrow wedges.  The added ability to include Dream-

line’s BAC Backrest Advanced  Contouring system to any Ignite 

backrest ensures users with  asymmetrical postures will be well 

supported.Truly reversible with an offset lateral design ensuring 

the lateral height best suits the user.

The proven U2 quick-release hardware is effortless & quick to 

operate. The U2  Compact clamps attach to tubing diameters 

from 19mm (3/4”) to 25mm (1”).Enormous width adjustability (4”) 

ensures the right fitting backrest  is selected for the user & 

ensures it will fit the wheelchair frame.Up to 60deg. of angle 

adjustment (+/- 30deg.) & 5” of depth adjustment

takes the backrests ability beyond the need.



DEEP

easy selection

MID ACTIVE

2 types
CARBON

ALUMINIUM

3 contour 
depths



1 SHOULDER

2 THOR ACIC

3 LUMBAR

3 heights



FLO2™ ENGINEERED FABRIC

tested for safety
The Dreamline Ignite Backrests U2  

compact hardware is fully crash tested to meet the
standards of WC20 & ISO7176-19 for forward facing

transportation with an occupant in a motor vehicle.

When occupied in a motor vehicle, Dreamline backrests must only be used on 
wheelchair frames which provide four anchorage points & pelvic belt anchor points 

which comply with the requirements of RESNA WC - 4:2012, Section 19.

Extreme

4-Way Stretch

Air 

Exchange

Moisture 

Wicking

Durable Fire 

Retardant

FLO2TM is an advanced high-performance fabric 
designed  for medical and high energy sporting users

When occupied in a motor vehicle, Dreamline backrests must only be used on  

wheelchair frames which provide four anchorage points & pelvic belt anchor 

points  which comply with the requirements of RESNA WC-4:2012, Section 19.
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Sizing chart
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ACTIVE + MID CONTOUR  
SIZE OPTIONS

DEEP CONTOUR  
SIZE OPTIONS
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active / mid / deep contours

Easy to use Prescription Form available on request   



empowering 
performance

with the right backrest,  
postural efficiency
& sitting ability can  
increase, helping to  
improve overall  
performance



01473 467777

sales@formalgroup.co.uk

Unit 7 Liberator House Clopton
Park Woodbridge IP13 6QT


